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Found Design Studio Channels English Cottage Charm in
a Quirky Old House on Massachusetts’ North Shore
A smoky green kitchen, a blush pink bath, and stylish rat wallpaper are just some of the
distinctive features in this recent renovation.
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The concept of “humble” was key in reimagining the kitchen, baths, and bedrooms
in this almost 75-year old home that sits just a block from the water on
Massachusetts’ North Shore. The owners—educators who relocated from Brooklyn
with their two little girls—felt strongly that the house retain its built-over-time
charm. “They didn’t want a renovation that looked shiny and new,” says Stacey
Clarimundo, head of Found Design Studio. “Every element had to feel like it
belonged, like it had always been part of the house.”
Once Clarimundo reconfigured the layout—which involved enlarging the kitchen
and shrinking the baths—she chose finishes, fixtures, and furnishings to conjure a

sort of English country cottage vibe. There’s V-groove cabinetry, terracotta tiles,
wood and stone surfaces, smoky colors, and plenty of unlacquered brass. “These
beautiful, classic materials will get darker, grittier, and earthier over time,” the
designer says. “The house will look lived-in and loved, just the way we like it.”
Tour the whole house below.
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Send us an invite, please!
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Kitchen
With a few strategic moves, Clarimundo created a roomy kitchen with a walnuttopped center island that’s become the heart of the home. First, she absorbed the
breakfast nook that occupied the left half of the space, then deleted a window so
she could relocate the range. “Since the kitchen is open to the dining and living
spaces, we didn’t want it feel too kitchen-y,” the designer says. “It’s why we kept
the back wall fairly empty.”
Empty, but not bland. The zellige tile backsplash, against which the plastered hood
recedes, offers textural interest and a subtle sheen. “Zellige is having a moment,
but it’s been around for hundreds of years,” Clarimundo says. “The handmade
terracotta tile isn’t glitzy—it has chips where the glaze didn’t stick.”
Cabinetry paint: Farrow & Ball, Blue Gray. Backsplash tile: Clé. Sconces and
pendants: Triple Seven Home.
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Children's Bathroom
Blush-colored ceramic tiles set the tone for the girls’ bath. Rather than go full-on
pink, Clarimundo painted the V-groove cabinetry—a carryover from the kitchen—
medium-gray with a hint of magenta. “You don’t feel like you’re walking into a pink
bathroom,” she says. “The overall effect is neutral.”
Dark teal floor tiles take the feminine feel down another notch, as do the chunky,
ship-inspired sconces. “Using all ultra-sweet elements would have been
saccharine,” the designer says. It also would have seemed contrived. “Instead, we
incorporated parts and pieces that don’t fall along the same lines.”
Vanity paint: Farrow & Ball Elephant’s Breath. Shower curtain: Custom in Abigail
Borg fabric. Sconces: Shiplights. Mirror: Rejuvenation.
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Child’s Bedroom
The team grabbed square footage from the bathroom to give the couple’s nine-yearold daughter extra closet space. New built-ins flank the window seat, which
Clarimundo cozied up with a cushion, a slouchy shade, and sconces. The star of the
show is the Arts & Crafts era wallpaper that features rows of scrolling foliage and
not-too-sweet blooms, plus butterflies, birds, and aqua grasshoppers.
As for the aubergine millwork, the designer says, “There’s not a lot of places you
can use this deep, heavy color, but it works perfectly with the paper, even though
the color is not actually in it.” Clarimundo maintains that such precise matches are
outmoded. “That old-school way of decorating falls flat, whereas mismatched hues
add dimension.”
Millwork paint: Farrow & Ball Brinjal. Wallpaper: Trustworth Studios. Bed:
custom in Design of the Times fabric. Sconces: Schoolhouse. Lumbar pillow:
Bastideux. Rug: Vintage.
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Child’s Bedroom
Another Arts & Crafts era paper, this one with salmon-colored cottages, Labrador
retrievers, and giant rats crawling among goldenrod and greenery, graces the sixyear-old’s bedroom walls. “The rats remind me of the Rodents of Unusual Size in
The Princess Bride,” says the owner, who notes that the film is among his daughter’s
favorites.
Millwork paint: Farrow & Ball Card, Room Green. Wallpaper: Trustworth Studios.
Shades: custom in Pierre Frey fabric. Floral pillows: Bastideux. Desk: vintage.
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Primary Bedroom
When the team pulled up the wall-to-wall carpet in the owners’ dormered aerie,
they were pleasantly surprised by the heart pine planks they discovered
underneath. Not much else happened up here; the quirks remained in place. “When
we renovate, we don’t want to strip that stuff away; that’s what makes a house a
home,” Clarimundo says.
Rocker and quilt: vintage. Lamp: Victoria Morris.
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Primary Bathroom
Although Clarimundo reallocated one-third of this space to a new guest bath, its
proportions remain generous. The walnut vanity provides tons of storage and
inserts a midcentury modern vibe that speaks to the idea that not every element
has to stylistically align. The rough terracotta floor tiles, a humble material

historically used outdoors, ground the space and play beautifully with the greentinged walls. Finally, the unlacquered plumbing fixtures and marble countertops
will only look better with age. “We want it to look like people live here,”
Clarimundo says.
Vanity: Room & Board. Medicine chests: Rejuvenation. Sconces and ceiling light:
Visual Comfort. Shade: custom in Muriel Brandolini fabric.

Follow House Beautiful on Instagram.

